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Each consists of a high alumina ceramic substrate having two 
or more monolithic, silicon, bipolar, sealed -junction beam lead 
integrated circuit chips and twenty gold-plated, half-hard 
copper leads which extend the leads of the chip for mounting 
on a printed wiring board. Chips and leads are thermocom
pression bonded to the substrate. 

No. llA: Has two No. 17 A integrated circuit chips each 
containing four positive logic DTL N AND gates. The two 
chips are interconnected on the substrate to comprise two 
identical logic circuits. Each logic circuit contains a three
input inclusive "OR" function. Two of the three inputs to the 
"OR" function are composed of two-input NAND gates, 
while the third input to the "OR" function is generated by 
a three-input NAND gate with its output available at a 
substrate terminal. 

No. llB: Has two No. 15A integrated circuit chips each con
taining two 5-input positive logic DTL NAND gates. The 
two chips are interconnected on the substrate to comprise 
two distinct logic circuits. First logic circuit consists of a 
five-input NAND gate having its inputs and output con
nected to substrate terminals . The output is also connected 
to one input of a three -input N AND gate. The two remaining 
inputs and output of the second NAND gate are also con
nected to substrate terminals. The output is also connected 
to one input of a second four-input NAND gate. The three 
remaining inputs and output of the second NAND gate are 
also connected to substrate terminals. 
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